
Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the webinar. If you are struggling with attracting, training, and retaining top talent for your restaurant, you are in for a down and dirty workshop on how to turn that around! For this webinar, we tapped into an industry expert we knew could give you some straight talk and real solutions.
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DISCLAIMER
Using the information in this 

session may get you the restaurant 
and life you really want. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does This Story Sound Familiar?A line cook just gave their notice. Time to put out an ad for a replacement. Again. Then, a bartender comes and tells you that they are going to the new restaurant to work. Another help wanted ad. Does it seem like a revolving door at your restaurant?Well, you are not alone. Quite a few restaurants have similar issues. The thing is that this common scenario can be mitigated by implementing a simple shift in mindset and action. Develop a new attitude about how you hire, train, recruit, and retain people.
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WHAT IS THE REAL PROBLEM?
Ask yourself this question:

Is there a war FOR talent or a 
war WITH talent?

Does This Story Sound Familiar?
A line cook just gave their notice. Time to put out an ad for a replacement. Again.

Then, a bartender comes and tells you that they are going to the new restaurant to
work. Another help wanted ad. Does it seem like a revolving door at your restaurant?

Well, you are not alone. Quite a few restaurants have similar issues. The thing is that this
common scenario can be mitigated by implementing a simple shift in mindset and
action. Develop a new attitude about how you hire, train, recruit, and retain people.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A little about my backgroundI grew up in the restaurant business, my father was a corporate chef so we lived a pretty nomadic life.I am also a former member of the USAF Pararescue teams. I would say everything I learned about peak performance, leadership and teamwork came from my time in the military.I am also a recovering restaurant owner, having owned and operated two original restaurant concepts.I was an executive chef with Wolfgang Puck for 5 Years and the Corporate Chef for Shamrock Foods for 4 years.



“The Definitive List of Restaurant Experts” - Toast

“The Top 23 Restaurant Experts to Follow” - Typsy

“The Ultimate Restaurant Coach” - Foodable

Author of…
Your Restaurant Sucks!

Your Restaurant STILL Sucks!

Outstanding Mindset



WHAT IS
THE HIRE ATTITUDE™

It is exactly what it sounds like. It is your 
attitude about hiring. 

As an industry we have held tight to out 
dated mindsets that keep us in a never 
ending version of Groundhog Day!

That is not smart business. You need to 
rethink how you think about hiring.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is exactly what it sounds like. It is your attitude about hiring. As an industry we have held tight to out dated management techniques like carrots and sticks. They just don’t work.  How about that old mindset that you must “break then down first, and then build them back up”? Really? When you break people down you end up with broken people. That is not smart business. You need to rethink how you think about hiring.



OUTDATED MINDSETS
CARROTS & STICKS
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BREAK EM’ DOWN & BUILD THEM UP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you are in the situation mentioned earlier where you are just replacing staff as they give notice or are terminated is you never seem to get ahead.When people feel behind and under pressure, many make hiring decisions that could best be described as...well, poor. Panic hiring is an epidemic that plagues many restaurants. When you succumb to that mindset you are just hiring a "warm body" to fill the space. The sad thing is that is what you often get is a person without the real skills or temperament needed for success. Short term solutions are not an avenue to long term success.



THE 7 CORE 
PRINCIPLES
Change your mind, change your restaurant.
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These are the new beliefs you 
must adopt if you want attract 
and keep better talent.

CREATE A WORLD CLASS CULTURE

MAKE IT HARD TO JOIN THE TEAM

ALWAYS BE RECRUITING

HIRE FOR PERSONALITY & DESIRE

ALWAYS BE TRAINING

CREATE OPPORTUNIES

APPRECIATE, REWARD, AND 
ACKNOWLEDGE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you look at hiring do you view it as a necessary evil? Do you think of your team as an investment in your brand or just an expense line on your financial statements? There is a phenomenon called the Pygmalion Effect. Basically, it a cognitive bias that says what we expect we tend to get just like a self-fulfilling prophecy. If you think your staff is lazy and incompetent? Guess what you tend to see? You got it. Seek and you truly will find. How you think about your team and the expectations you have for them tend to come true. People who work for you will only rise to the level of your expectations for them. If you don’t think highly of them, they tend to give you just that.  So, ask yourself some hard questions about how you feel about your team. The truth is that culture flows down from the top, and that is all you. Your attitudes, your words, your actions become the model for which your team will emulate. For better or for worse. You could easily pass the buck and say “it’s them, not you.” Reality check: no, it’s you.  Change your attitude about your team and your team will change.   There are 7 Core Principles:Create a world class cultureHire for personality and desireMake it hard to join the teamAlways be trainingAlways be recruiting



HIRING ON DEMAND 
DOESN’T WORK.
ARE YOU TIRED OF THE SAME OLD STORY?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you are in the situation mentioned earlier where you are just replacing staff as they give notice or are terminated is you never seem to get ahead.When people feel behind and under pressure, many make hiring decisions that could best be described as...well, poor. Panic hiring is an epidemic that plagues many restaurants. When you succumb to that mindset you are just hiring a "warm body" to fill the space. The sad thing is that is what you often get is a person without the real skills or temperament needed for success. Short term solutions are not an avenue to long term success.



THE REAL COST OF
TURNOVER.

IT’S MORE THAN YOU THINK .
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hiring people to fill a position is a waste of your time, money, and energy. So, why does it happen? Why do restaurants have turnover and what does it truly cost your organization? It could be easy to place the blame of the employee saying they weren't a "good fit". Well, why did you hire them in the first place?Maybe they weren't a good fit. However, you need to take some of the responsibility for allowing them to be on your staff. Panic hiring is exactly what the name entails...you panicked and you hired a temporary solution.It's also easy to blame the industry and say that high turnover is "just the way it is". If you compare yourself to average, you tend to become average. Water seeks its own level and the excuses you cling to like a security blanket do not empower you to build a better brand.If you are experiencing high turnover, the first thing to do is to look in the mirror and ask yourself a brutally honest question: Are you creating a culture that attracts and keeps top talent? You need to be honest with the answer because only then will you be ableto set a new path.Experts can throw out numbers on what turnover costs you as far as a dollar amount.How about emotional costs? High turnover really takes an emotional toll on you, your brand, and your team. They might not say it, however, they feel it and it will show in their performance. Your brand will take a hit in reputation too. Top talent is not drawn to places that just "turn and burn" the staff. You'll feel the strain as increased pressure to keep staffing levels at least minimum to reduce guest complaints. It's a downward spiral that causes brand degradation.
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TURNOVER 
COSTS
Here are some costs you might overlook.

11% 52%

TRAINING  14%

SELECTION  11%

RECRUITING  20%

PRODUCTIVITY 
LOSS  52%

ADMIN  3%

Turnover is an expense that 
you can control and reduce , if 
you take action and manage it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The National Restaurant Associate estimates that turnover was an average of 61% for the total restaurant industry. Unfortunately, that number is deceiving because it includes staff positions at chain operators and line managers where the turnover is far lower. The estimated turnover for regular line employees is closer to 110%. By doing some simple math, that level of turnover will cost the average full service restaurant operator $146,600 annually. If that number doesn’t motivate an improvement in your staffing and retention policies, I can’t imagine what will. The CHR at Cornell study identified five cost categories that contribute to the total turnover bill. By far the most expensive was productivity loss, accounting for an average of 52% of the total cost of staff turnover. The real problem here is that these are silent expenses. You typically can’t track this cost unless you set up elaborate systems for tracking productivity. Silent costs like productivity loss makes them particularly dangerous because they aren’t obvious and don’t show up on your regular reporting. Now if you add up the numbers seen here you might say, “Well that’s only 97%.” You are correct. The other 3% is operational expenses like paperwork, payroll, uniforms, and things like that.That brings us back to our original question: What is the real cost of turnover in your restaurant? Even if you defy the national average, it’s still a staggering amount and on average it’s costing restaurants close to $150K annually. I don’t know about you, but I’m a big fan of profit. If you told me I could add $35,000 to my bottom line for almost no additional expense, my first question would be how. If you implement the 7 Core Principles of The Hire Attitude you will see an impact on your bottom and top line. So let’s explore the principles in more detail….



$5,864 per hourly 
employee

THE AVERAGE FULL SERVICE 
RESTAURANT COULD BE LOSING 

$146,000 ANNUALLY 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have learned that the words we use truly shape our beliefs and our actions. I hear restaurant owners and operators say this quite often, "There is no good people out there." The problem is that this becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. The real question you must ask is, “do you have a culture that attracts top talent?”



CHANGE STARTS WITH
THE LEADER.

THAT MEANS YOU.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First things first, if you want to get more from your team, you need a couple fundamental requirements: A. You need a team, and B. You need to be the leader.It’s easy to pull some people to work together and call them a team. Throw in a boss to bark orders, and you’re all set, right? Well, most restaurants sadly think this is teamwork and the way they get more from people is by employing an outdated management theory called “carrots and sticks,” or rewards and punishments. If you do good, you get the carrot. Do bad and you get the stick. While the theory does work, it only works on the surface and temporarily. After a while, the attractiveness of the carrot loses its luster and you’ll have to make the reward bigger. It’s not sustainable for the long-term growth of your business. Managers love thistool. When it doesn't work, then they call the employee into the office for a one-on-one talk. Rewards are motivating, if they are the right reward. The issue in most restaurants is they all think that money is the reward most people want. Not true. Some crave education, time off, and just being recognized for doing an outstanding job.To get the most from your team, you need to get the most from yourself.What? Are you saying I can't just come in to bark orders, give out a few carrots, and dole out punishment when they don't comply? Not if you want to build a high performance team. Now, if you like high turnover and inconsistent service in your restaurant, then by all means, stay with carrots and sticks.In order to get more from yourself, you’ll need to up your game as a leader. Remember that a manager just manages the shift while a leader gets out in front of the team and leads.
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THE BAD NEWS…
YOUR RESTAURANT IS A REFLECTION OF YOU.
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THE GOOD NEWS…
YOU CAN CHANGE THAT STARTING TODAY.



CREATE A WORLD 
CLASS CULTURE.
CULTURE IS A BEACON TO ATTRACT TALENT.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It does not matter if you are a four-star restaurant or a taco truck from the south side. World-class culture is a mindset that you control. It starts with how you see your business, and the core values you have. Core values have to be more than words on a piece of paper or a poster in the break area. Core values that must be brought to life by the leaders or they are meaningless.So how do you find core values for your restaurant? Many restaurants make the mistake of picking core values out of thin air and trying to make them fit into their organization. Unfortunately, core values are not a one-size-fits-all kind of thing. As the owner or leader, they have to resonate with you first. Remember that culture flows down, not up, and that restaurant culture starts with you.Core values only work in a restaurant when the leader actually lives them, rather than just talking about them. Your core values have to come from within. They have to mean something to you. They have to be something that you strive to be.One of the most important roles as a restaurant owner or operator is to get on your soapbox and preach your company's core values every single day to your team.Also make note that if you don't walk the talk and aren't an example of the core values that you preach, then in the eyes of your staff, you will be nothing more than a hypocrite.



YOUR RESTAURANT IS 
NOT SPECIAL

LET ME EXPLAIN…
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CULTURE IS THE 
DIFFERENCE

DO YOU HAVE A CULTURE THAT ATTRACTS TOP TALENT?
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WHERE DOES CULTURE 
START?

KNOWING AND LIVING YOUR CORE VALUES
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CULTURE MIRRORS THE 
WORDS YOU USE

WATCH THE THINGS YOU SAY.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have learned that the words we use truly shape our beliefs and our actions. I hear restaurant owners and operators say this quite often, "There is no good people out there." The problem is that this becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. The real question you must ask is, “do you have a culture that attracts top talent?”



CUSTOMER OR GUEST
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STAFF OR TEAM

MANAGER OR LEADER

NO PROBLEM OR MY PLEASURE



HIRE FOR PERSONALITY
AND DESIRE.

SKILLS ARE NOT THE MOST IMPORTANT TRAIT.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lot of restaurant owners make this mistake. It’s easy to train the skills needed to perform a job (if the person is trainable), however it’s near impossible to change personality and behavior. That requires looking at not only the hard skills. You also need to seriously look at the other side of the skills coin, and that is soft skills.Hard skills are what most dial in on and hire for. Those are the mechanical competences or how they execute the job from a technical viewpoint. Take a look at an average job description. Most of the list is hard skill sets. That is what most look for. If you want to bring on better talent, then look at the softer skills, like personality. Ask the right questions in your interview to make sure your new restaurant hire is the right fit.WEBINAR QUESTION: What is a favorite interview question you have and what are you looking for in the reply?



MAKE IT HARD TO JOIN 
THE TEAM.

YOU WANT NEW TEAM MEMBERS TO FEEL THEY 
EARN A SPOT. IT’S KINDA LIKE DATING…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You need to make it clear that it is a challenge and a privilege to be on your team. It has to be more than a ‘job”. Interview in multiple stages, including a written test or even a “try out” (called a stage in some restaurants) to see how they work and also how they interact with the existing team members. You need to make sure that new team members complement and strengthen your current team dynamics.Tip: Don’t offer people a position right after an interview, make them call you the next morning. Here’s an example of what to say: “I think you would be a great addition to our team and here’s what I would like you to do. I want you to take tonight and think about it this is a good fit for you as well. If you think it is and you would like to join the team, then call me tomorrow at 10 AM.”



ALWAYS BE 
TRAINING

DO YOU HAVE A TRAINING CULTURE OR A 
LEARNING CULTURE?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The #1 mistake I see in mediocre restaurants is the lack of training they offer for their team. You don't just go to the gym once and you are in shape. You don't just train when they are hired and then expect them to improve. What you try to save in training you will spend in advertising.Some might go through a very elaborate interview and screening system, and then fall short giving the team the resources needed to become outstanding at their job. They give minimum effort in training yet expect the team to be stellar. It just doesn't work that way. That would be like going to the gym for one week and think you are ready for the Olympics. (Good luck with that).Training is not something you do just during the onboarding phase. Restaurants that function that way have what is known as a training culture. They just do some training now and then wonder why the team does not really get better overall. Sure, you'll havesome outliers that pick thing up quickly. However, most of the team is stuck in the middle. The last place you want to be is in the middle. The middle is for average and mediocrity.Great restaurant teams are found where there is a culture of learning. You can always improve and you can always become better. Always. To quote the great military strategist Sun Tzu from The Art of War, "Every battle is won or lost, before it is ever fought!"Translation for restaurants: How you train your team is how your team will perform.How can you become better? Invest in books, audiobooks, bring in experts to conduct workshops, and share blog posts. It’s never a lack of resources that stop restaurants from training more, it's lack of resourcefulness. If it becomes a must to be a learning culture, then you will find a way to make it happen.



STOP BEING 
TRIBAL

HAVE YOU EVER HEARD A GOOD JOKE?
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ONBOARDING 
MATTERS

DON’T GET ME ALL EXICTED AND THEN 
DROP THE BALL!
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ALWAYS BE 
RECRUITING

REMEMBER THAT HIRING ON DEMAND DOESN’T WORK.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you only hire on demand and look for people only when there is an opening, you will have a difficult time developing a "deep bench" of talent. The best don't stay on the job market very long (hence why they are considered top talent).Instead, you need to make a recruiting plan that is a commitment each week to actively search and recruit. That means not placing help wanted ads and being passive. It means taking the bull by the horns and seek out what you desire. You need to become a "talent hunter" and you need to dedicate at least a few hours each week into tracking down and securing better talent. When you change your mindset and become a recruiting ninja, you want to seek people that can elevate your brand, not just maintain it.



BONUS: WHY JOB ADS 
DON’T WORK!

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m sure you’ve seen before the standard help wanted ad. Now looking for line cooks, servers, hostess, and bartenders (insert job title here) to join our team. Not very exciting.Also, not very effective. The reason why? They do not tap into emotion or long-term goals.If you want to be more effective with hiring ads, stop offering a job and start offering a career. When most restaurant advertise they are only looking for hard skills. The mechanics of the job and maybe a few attributes.Here are some real examples I pulled off the internet:Line Cook:Must be able to work in a high volume environment. Prior line cook experience required. Must be able to work night, weekends and holidays. $10 an hour.Server:Maintain good personal appearance at all times; wear proper uniform and name tag as prescribed by hotel. Keep correct numerical sequence of all checks issued to you.Verify the accuracy on all checks for prices, taxes, and tips. Greet all arriving guests at your station in a pleasant manner, making them feel welcome. Ensure that all newly seated guests receive immediate attention and that their orders are taken promptly and courteously. Be sure that your guests are not being neglected at any time.Exciting right? Not really.How about if we approach it like a life audition? What if we talked less about the hard skills and talk more about the soft skills (which are really life skills)?Looking for a career that you can grow in? Want to learn people skills that can elevate your life. Want to learn how to be successful? We are now taking application to join our hospitality training program. We have opening in Culinary, Guest Services, Beverage, and Operation Teams.What You’ll Learn:• How to conquer time management• Improve verbal & non-verbal communication skills• Understand the essence of hospitality and guest services• Increased organizational skills• Learn to build rapport and influence• Enhance your ability to think quicklyWhat restaurant really teach and train are valuable life skills that can help people succeed in life. If you just think you are training people to cook, serve, greet, and manage…then you are wrong.



Line Cook:
Must be able to work in a high volume environment. Prior line cook experience
required. Must be able to work night, weekends and holidays. $10 an hour.

Server:
Maintain good personal appearance at all times; wear proper uniform and name tag
as prescribed by hotel. Keep correct numerical sequence of all checks issued to you.
Verify the accuracy on all checks for prices, taxes, and tips. Greet all arriving guests at 
your station in a pleasant manner, making them feel welcome. Ensure that all newly 
seated guests receive immediate attention and that their orders are taken promptly 
and courteously. Be sure that your guests are not being neglected at any time.
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WHAT ARE YOU REALLY 
OFFERING?

ARE YOU OFFERING ME A JOB OR A CAREER?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
.



Looking for a career that you can grow in? 

Want to learn people skills that can elevate your life? 
Want to learn how to be successful? 

We are now taking application to join our hospitality training program. 

We have opening in Culinary, Guest Services, Beverage, and Operations Teams. 

What You'll Learn:

•How to conquer time management
•Improve verbal & non-verbal communication skills
•Understand the essence of hospitality and guest services
•Increased organizational skills
•Learn to build rapport and influence
•Enhance your ability to think quickly
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CREATE 
OPPORTUNITIES

PEOPLE NEED A CHANCE TO GROW.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your team also wants to feel that they have the opportunity for growth within the team.Growth is not just monetary. It’s the chance to learn and develop as an individual, as well. The human race has survived thousands of years due to our ability to adapt and grow. If you do not provide your team with a chance to grow, they will quickly become disengaged at work. When that happens, turnover is not far behind, or worse, they stay and become the walking dead of negativity that destroys any team morale there is. The guest experience suffers and soon profits will, too.I have offered educational books, industry magazines, audio CDs and personalized development programs for team members. Investing your people's growth and they will stay.WEBINAR QUESTION: What opportunities (besides advancement) could you offer your team?



YOU BETTER HAVE A 
PLAN

OR YOUR RETENTION WILL SUFFER
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your team also wants to feel that they have the opportunity for growth within the team.Growth is not just monetary. It’s the chance to learn and develop as an individual, as well. The human race has survived thousands of years due to our ability to adapt and grow. If you do not provide your team with a chance to grow, they will quickly become disengaged at work. When that happens, turnover is not far behind, or worse, they stay and become the walking dead of negativity that destroys any team morale there is. The guest experience suffers and soon profits will, too.I have offered educational books, industry magazines, audio CDs and personalized development programs for team members. Investing your people's growth and they will stay.WEBINAR QUESTION: What opportunities (besides advancement) could you offer your team?



APPRECIATE, REWARD, 
AND ACKNOWLEDGE

PEOPLE NEED TO FEEL APPRECIATED.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You would be shocked how far a personal thank you goes for team morale. You would also be equally shocked on how many owners and operators don't take the time to appreciate and just nothing to the team that interacts daily with their customers. Adopt this attitude: make it a point at the end of every shift to personally go up look each person in the eye shake their hand and say "thank you". Have you ever sat down and talked to your team about what their goals and dreams are? I mean really sat down to have a good one-on-one conversation? True leaders sit down with their team on a regular basis to just have a conversation. Here is the real key…you need to listen. Your team will team you what drives them, what motivates them, and what inspires them when — and only when — you take your ego out of the equation and just listen to the words they say.Listen to what gets them excited. It is music? A movie they saw? A book they recently read? Who do they follow on Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr? Any restaurants they like?What is their favorite food? When you actively listen, you can find out what matters to your team. Listen and take mental notes. When you talk to your team, use those topics that they are interested in to start conversations. That is how you build rapport with your team.You need to take a sincere interest in your team if you want to lead effectively. The old saying is very true, “People don’t care how much you know, until they know how much you care.” Don’t just talk a good game. Make a pact with yourself to really get to know your team. Oh, and that means all of your team, not just the ones you naturally like. A true leader understands that to be outstanding, they must become comfortable being uncomfortable.WEBINAR QUESTION: What could you offer your team (besides monetary compensation) as a reward or sign of appreciation?



THE TWO MOST 
POWERFUL WORDS 

EVER
THANK YOU
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PULLING IT ALL 
TOGETHER

BUILDING A TEAM IS MORE ABOUT THE RIGHT PEOPLE.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Too many times we just throw people on a team without considering the impact they have on the current team dynamics. We rush to “fill a position” too often without asking questions that could save us disappointment down the line. Business consultant and author Jim Collins said it best: "Get the right people on the bus, the wrong people off the bus, and the right people in the right seats.” You must take into consideration how each new person will affect the team. That is why an in-depth interview process is a must. You have to really vet a candidate to uncover who they truly are, think about the current team dynamics, and what will happen when you add another personality to the recipe.Building a team is like creating a recipe. You need a balance of personalities to make a team work. That requires being extremely selective when choosing people to be on the team. Then once you have the new person on the team, you must be diligent to observing how that people is working within the team. That is the part Jim Collins mentioned about having people “in the right seat.”Sometime you will need to move people into different roles for the overall welfare of the team. Team dynamics are built upon the concept of what is best for the team collectively, not the individual. Think of it like four tires on a car. If you have on tire that is a different size or either under-inflated or over-inflated, the performance of the car will suffer. It will affect gas mileage and how fast you can go. The same for a team member in the wrong position. Remember, your hiring attitude has a deeper impact on your brand then you think.



QUESTIONS AND 
ANSWERS

What questions do you have for me?

W W W . T H E R E S T A U R A N T C O A C H . C O M

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q&A Time.



WANT THE 
WORKBOOK?

EMAIL ME AT: 
donald@therestaurantcoach.com

W W W . T H E R E S T A U R A N T C O A C H . C O M



LET’S CONNECT.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 THANK YOU



WANT MORE?
Join The Restaurant Coach™ Nation Facebook Group



www.TheRestaurantCoach.com





THANK YOU.
Restaurant get better when you hire, train 

and retain better people.

W W W . T H E R E S T A U R A N T C O A C H . C O M
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